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0_80fo_c90_127618.htm Can I fail the TOEIC test? The TOEIC test

is not the kind of test that one "passes" or "fails". Not every job or

task requires the same level of English proficiency. Because it was

developed specifically to measure the types of English used in the

workplace, the TOEIC test measures many levels of ability. It enables

people to demonstrate what they can currently accomplish in

English. Many companies use the TOEIC test to set their own

standards and may require that employees have a certain minimum

TOEIC score because the corresponding level of English is needed

on the job. This does not mean that an individual will pass, or fail,

the TOEIC test - it simply means that he or she will meet, or not

meet, the standards set by a specific company or language school. 来

源：考试大Does the TOEIC test measure speaking and writing?

The TOEIC test measures listening and reading directly. These skills

can be tested objectively, cost-effectively, and efficiently. Testing

speaking and writing directly requires considerable time and

expense, both for administering the test and for scoring. Direct tests

of speaking and writing are generally not only less objective, but also

less reliable. The decision to test only listening and reading directly

on the TOEIC test was a response to the needs of clients and test

takers for a rapid, affordable, and convenient service, as well as for

high reliability. 来源：考试大 The TOEIC test provides an indirect

measure of speaking and writing. Studies with large samples of



nonnative speakers of English from around the world have

confirmed a strong link between TOEIC results and an oral

interview. Smaller studies have shown a similar link with writing

skills. 来源：考试大From what contexts are TOEIC test questions

taken? These are some examples of the settings and situations you

may find in TOEIC test questions: #8226. Dining out: business and

informal lunches, banquets, receptions, restaurant reservations

#8226. Finance and Budgeting: banking, investments, taxes,

accounting, billing #8226. Health: medical insurance, visiting

doctors, dentists, clinics, hospitals #8226. Manufacturing: assembly

lines, plant management, quality control #8226. Personnel:

recruiting, hiring, retiring, salaries, promotions, job applications, job

advertisements, pensions, awards来源：考试大 #8226. Technical

Areas: electronics, technology, computers, laboratories and related

equipment, technical specifications &#8226. Travel: trains, airplanes,

taxis, buses, ships, ferries, tickets, schedules, stations and airport

announcement, car rentals, hotels, reservations, delays and

cancellations 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目直接下载。
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